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Author's response to reviews:

Dear The Independent Editorial Production Team

Please find the formatting correction in our article:

Kristiina Tamboom, Krista Kaasik, Jelena Aršavskaja, Mare Tekkel, Aili Lilleorg, Peeter Padrik, Andres Metspalu and Toomas Veidebaum

BRCA1 mutations in women with familial or early-onset breast cancer and BRCA2 mutations in familial cancer in Estonia.

Journal: Hereditary Cancer in Clinical Practice

MS ID: 1064152417300593

Major revisions.

Request: Link/URL section: Please either include these links in the main manuscript text, or incorporate them into the references, citing them in the manuscript where appropriate. All references must be cited in the manuscript, in numerical order.

K.T.: “I have included the links in the main manuscript text. I have deleted the Link/URL section”.

Request: Tables: Table 1 runs off the page. Please check that all columns are showing and if possible narrow the table to fit the page. Tables should fit into an A4 page (maximum size 176mm x 230mm), and the orientation must be portrait only. If you cannot re-orientate the table to fit this size, please move it to the additional files. Tables in the additional files will be made available with the final manuscript upon publication but will not be included in the manuscript in situ. Please ensure that you update the text to cite additional files and include a legend in the additional files section.
K.T.: “I have made the Table 1 narrower, now it fits to the page.”

Minor revisions.
Request: Affiliations: Please remember to include the country in the affiliation details. Affiliation 3 requires a country.
K.T.: “I am sorry, I do not understand where is affiliation 3. Could you please make this correction for me?”
Request: Email address: For authors’ email addresses, please use the following format:
AB: abcd@institution.ac.uk
EF: efgh@generic.co.uk
IJ: IJKL@corporation.com
K.T.: “I have corrected the format of authors’ e-mail addresses, now I used the format you suggested (just initials).“
Request: Authors’ contributions: Please reformat this into a paragraph
K.T.: “I am sorry, I do not understand what you mean.”

Request: Tables: please remove the visible vertical lines from your tables
K.T.: “I have removed the vertical lines from the tables, except the one bottom border below header.”
Request: Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.
K.T.: I tried to find typography errors.

With kind regards,
Kristiina Tamboom
Corresponding author on behalf of the all co-authors.